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Dear friend!
Today you are going to discover something incredible.
Something that you don’t even suspect (or can
hardly guess). The whole invisible world revealed
with the help of a microscope is around you! You
have a chance to examine it in detail without a
special equipment. All you need is your gadget.
Do you think nobody lives in pure water? No, even
the crystal clear water drop is full of primitive
creatures. Are they really primitive? Having their
own complicated lifestyle, ones look threatening,
others at least funny. All of them live in amity
and… almost in harmony. Sometimes one organism
eats another, as predators do exist there as well.
But pacifists among them are not an exception.
Meet the fascinating creatures on the pages of this
book.

Are you ready to see the unbelievable?

Then let’s go!
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Plunge into an amazing world
inside a water drop!
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Water

Name:
Latin name: Aqua
Dimensions: 0.0009-0.03in
(0.025-1mm)

Water plays the major role in the life of people and anything living on the planet.
Water is the life itself! Everything connected with the nature contains water. Did you
think about the content of its drops?
A human body consists of organs just like a water drop is built up from special
particles which are molecules. Each molecule is made of even smaller bits called
atoms. There are three atoms in a water molecule: two of hydrogen and one of
oxygen. Chemists write it in the following way: H2O. Although hydrogen and oxygen
are gases, by mixing they make a miracle and turn into the liquid! This way the water
is born. A special molecule structure gives the water the superpower to dissolve
various substances.

60% of water

is contained in a human
body

70% of water
is contained on earth

99% of water

is contained in a jellyfish
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Snowflakes are the smallest frozen
crystals of water.
It is impossible to find identical
snowflakes.
The
environment
can change, so the possibility
for the pressure, temperature or
mechanical impact to coincide is
very small. That is why there are no
twin snowflakes.

Shapes of snowflakes

column

cup

needle

disk

hedgehog

collar button

corn

arrow

star

How do the snowflakes
appear?
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